Abstract. Techniques from algebraic geometry, in particular the hard Lefschetz theorem, are used to show that certain finite partially ordered sets O x derived from a class of algebraic varieties X have the k-Sperner property for all k. This in effect means that there is a simple description of the cardinality of the largest subset of C) x containing no (k + 1)-element chain. We analyze, in some detail, the case when X G/P, where G is a complex semisimple algebraic group and P is a parabolic subgroup. In this case, Qx is defined in terms of the "Bruhat order" of the Weyl group of G. In particular, taking P to be a certain maximal parabolic subgroup of G SO(2n + 1), we deduce the following conjecture of Erd6s and Moser: Let S be a set of 2 + 1 distinct real numbers, and let T1, , Tk be subsets of S whose element sums are all equal. Then k does not exceed the middle coefficient of the polynomial 2(1 + q)2(1 + q2)2... (1 + qe)2, and this bound is best possible.
wF., GrOtJPS (iii) =), (ii). (I am grateful to Joseph Kung for supplying the following argument, which is considerably simpler than my original proof.) Assume (iii) . Identify i with its matrix with respect to the bases Pi and Pi+l. If is a matrix whose rows are indexed by a set S and whose columns are indexed by T, and if S' c S and T' c T, then let [S', T'] denote the submatrix of with rows indexed by S' and columns by T'. By the Binet-Cauchy theorem (e.g., [1, 36] Io --11-pi. By (a), some term in the above sum is nonzero. Hence, the expansion of each factor det Ck[Ok, Ok/] in this term contains a nonzero term. By (b) , this nonzero term defines a map r: Ok Ok/ such that x < o'(x) for all x Ok. Piecing together these twoelement chains over all k yields (ii).
(ii) =), (iii). The steps of the above argument can be reversed, provided we pick the i's as generically as possible, i.e., all the entries of the matrices 0, 1, , n-1 should be chosen to be algebraically independent over Q, except for entries forced to equal 0 by condition (b). This completes the proof. 2 . Varieties with cellular decompositions. We now are in a position to invoke algebraic geometry. Let X be a complex projective variety of complex dimension n. Suppose that there are finitely many pairwise-disjoint subsets Ci of X, each isomorphic as an algebraic variety to complex affine space of some dimension hi, such that (i) the union of the Ci's is X, and (ii) Ci Ci is a union of some of the Q's. (Here Ci denotes the closure of Ci either in the Hausdorff or Zariski topology--under the present circumstances the two closures coincide.) Following [4, p. 500], we then say that the Ci's form a cellular decomposition of X. The simplest and most familiar example is complex projective space Pn itself. Recall that P may be regarded as the set of nonzero (n + 1)-tuples x (x0, Xl, , x) Cn/l, modulo the equivalence relation x /x (, C*). The set of elements of of the form (0, ..., O, 1, xn-i/,'", x) forms a subvariety isomorphic to Ci. Hence we have the cellular decomposition p=CUC-U ...UC.
If X is any complex projective variety and Y is a closed subvariety, then e.g., by [4] or [18, Chap. 5, 4] , Y represents an element (cocycle) [Y] of the cohomology group H*(X, C). If X is irreducible of (complex) dimension n, and Y is irreducible of dimension m, then in fact Y] H:Z(n-m)(x, C). If X is irreducible of dimension n and has a cellular decomposition {Ci}, it follows that the closures Ci represent cohomology classes [i] H2(n-")(X, C) where C Cm. (For this fact, we don't need condition (ii) in our definition of cellular decomposition.) The following fundamental result concerning varieties with a cellular decomposition appears in [4, p. 501], [22, 6] in the case when X is nonsingular. The extension to singular varieties follows from [14] . (Again, condition (ii) is not actually necessary.) THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a complex projective variety of complex dimension n, and suppose that X has a cellular deomposition {Ci}. Then the cohomology classes [Ci] form a basis (over C) for H*(X, C). In particular, H2"+I(X, C) 0 for all m 7/, while if X is irreducible then H2("-m(X, C) has a basis consisting of those classes [i] [7] and independently Proctor, Saks, and Sturtevant [36] have shown that the product P x P' of any two graded, rank-symmetric, rank-unimodal posets P and P', each with property S, also has property S. (An even more general result has subsequently been proved by Saks [37] .) For our purposes, however, it suffices to consider only Proposition 2.5. 
Thus the notation "i < j" in (3) an W is equal to the number i(r) of inversions of r, i.e., the number of pairs (i,/') for which < ] and ai > aj. Thus 12 n is the unique permutation of rank 0 and n 21 is the unique permutation of highest rank (). It is well-known (e.g., [9, 6.4] ) that Z qi(=)=(l+q)(l+q+q2) (l+q+...+q,-1), which of course agrees with (1) . Figure 1 depicts the Bruhat order of 3. 
The right-hand side of (4) I is isomorphic to the poser of all partitions of integers into at most k parts, with largest part at most n-k, i.e., a partition whose Ferrers diagram (e.g., [9, 2.4] ) fits into a k x (n-k) rectangle. These partitions are ordered by inclusion of their Ferrers diagrams. Since the union and intersection of Ferrers diagrams is again a Ferrers diagram, it follows that the poset W J is actually a distributive lattice, which we will denote by L(k, n -k). e of semi-ideals (also called "order ideals" or "decreasing subsets") of a poset P, we have L(k,n-k)=2'n-'), where denotes an /-element chain. The rank-generating function of this lattice is the q-binomial coefficient Remark. The cellular decomposition of G/P in the case W(G) n and W(P) k n-k can be described quite concretely. The group G is given by SL(n, C), which acts linearly on n-dimensional complex projective space p,-1. Let V be a (k-1)-dimensional subspace (or (k 1)-plane) of p-l, and let P be the subgroup of G leaving V invariant. (Then P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G.) The coset bP transforms V into the subspace b V, and this sets up a one-to-one correspondence between X G/P and the (k-1)-planes in p-l. Hence X is the Grassmann manifold G(k-1, n 1) of all (k-1)-planes in p,-1. Regard the elements of n-1 as (equivalence classes of) n-tuples (xl, , x,) C -{0}. A (k 1)-plane V in p,-1 has a unique ordered basis w 1, , wk for which the matrix is in row-reduced echelon form. Choose integers ; indeed, there are n k a coordinates in w which can be specified arbitrarily, and the remaining coordinates are predetermined. By considering all sequences 0 _-< a -<. _-< ak N n k, we obtain a cellular decomposition of G(k-1, n-l). Figure 5 illustrates W J when n 3 and J {S 1, $3}. We see that, unlike the situation for An, W J need not be a distributive lattice (or even just a lattice) when J is a maximal subset of $. There is one case, however, in which W J is a distributive lattice, viz., J {Sl, s2, , sn-1}, so Wj @(1, n). In this case we will denote W J by M(n). To see that M(n) is indeed a distributive lattice, observe that for every sequence e (e ," , en) { + 1} , there is a unique r for which (rr, e M(n). Identify e with the subset of { 1, 2, , n} consisting of those integers for which 1. Then the partial order on M(n) is given by {al," , a} <-{bl," , b} if al <" < a, bl <" < b, j =< k, and a_ -<_ be_ for 0 -<_ -< j 1. It is then easily seen that M(n) is a distributive lattice. The poset P for which M(n) 2 e is given by P 2 x"-. Lindstr6m [30] conjectured that M(n) has property S1, while in fact we now know that M(n) has property S and is rank-unimodal. (I am grateful to Larry Harper for calling my attention to LindstriSm's conjecture.) The rank-generating function of M(n) is (1 + q)(1 + q) (1 + qn) . The unimodality of the coefficients of this polynomial was first explicitly proved by Hughes [25] , based on a result of Dynkin (see [40] for further information). Presumably, however, this result could also be proved analytically using the methods of 12]. Lindstr6m [30] , [31 shows that the structure of M(n) is related to a conjecture [13, (12) ] of Erd6s and Moser (see also [12] , [38] , [42] We now want to consider the situation where , + s r + 7r is fixed, but ,, s r, and r can vary. First we need" LEMMA 5.2. Let G(q) be a polynomial of degree d with symmetric unimodal coefficients. Fix positive integers j and k. Then the sum of the middle k coefficients of G(q)(1 +q/+l) does not exceed the sum of the middle k coefficients of G(q)(1 + q).
Proof. Let G(q)=a(O)+a (1) 
(Here we set a (t) 0 if < 0.) If f applied to a polynomial denotes the sum of its middle k coefficients, then The actual conjecture [13, (12) ] of Erd6s and Moser is equivalent to the case k 1, and n odd, of Corollary 5.3. A purely combinatorial derivation of the Erd6s-Moser conjecture from the fact that M(n) has property S appears in [35] . We conclude with an open problem. Let P be a finite graded rank-symmetric poset of rank n, with rank function p. P is called a symmetric chain order (e.g., [17, 3] , [20] , [21] ) if it can be partitioned into pairwise disjoint saturated chains xi < xi+a <" < x,-i such that p (xi) = x into saturated chains all of which pass through the middle rank (when n is even) or middle two ranks (when n is odd). However, it is by no means clear whether these chains may be chosen to be symmetric about the middle.
Emden Gansner has pointed out to me that for type An, there is a rank-preserving, order-preserving bijection 1 x 2 x. x n -> W n, where 1 x 2 x. x n {(bl, , bn): 0 <_-bi < i}. Namely, q(bl, b,) is that permutation ,r aaa2. an , such that b is the number of elements/" appearing in 7r to the right of and satisfying ] < i. Since any product of chains is a symmetric chain order (e.g., [17, pp. 30-31] ), it follows that n (with the Bruhat order) is also a symmetric chain order. A similar argument for types Bn and Dn produces rank-preserving order-preservin bijections 2 x 4 x. x 2n-> @n and 2 x 4 x. x 2(n-1) x n-> {n. Hence @n and n are also symmetric chain orders. However, we do not know for instance whether L(m, n) and M(n) are always symmetric chain orders. Lindstr6m [32] has shown that L(3, n) is a symmetric chain order, and D. West [44] has shown that L(4, n) is a symmetric chain order. Littlewood [33, pp. 193-203] claims to prove that L(m, n) is indeed a symmetric chain order for all m and n. However, his proof is invalid. Specifically, it relies on the "method of chains" of Aitken [45] , and this method is not correct as stated by Aitken. For the reader's benefit we will discuss the nature of Aitken's error in more detail. Let P {X1, Xnt be a finite poset, and let (a) be the n x n matrix defined by a 0 unless x < x in P; otherwise the ai's are independent indeterminates over .Remove a chain C1 of maximum cardinality c from P, then remove a chain C2 of maximum cardinality c2 from P-C, etc. Aitken essentially claims first that the numbers Cl, c2,. , are independent of the choice of chains C, C2,..., and second that the numbers cl, c2, are the sizes of the Jordan blocks of .Thef irst claim is clearly false.
However, Littlewood's proof would still be valid if there were some way of choosing C, C2, so that the second claim is true. Even this weaker result is false. Let P be the poset of Fig. 9 . We have no choice but to take c 4, c. 1, c3 1. However, the Jordan block sizes of are 4 and 2. A corrected version of Aitken's result appears in [37] . If this corrected result is used in conjunction with Littlewood's method, it yields the result that L(m, n) has property T. Thus 
